Introduction small values of α (in particular α < 0), the smallest subintervals have a higher probability , we randomly select one interval X, with each interval X j having a weight |X j | α (in black). Then, we draw a random variable R in a Beta distribution with parameters (β +1, β + 1), and split the selected interval X into two subintervals, X lef t of size R|X| and X right of size (1 − R)|X| (orange mark).
(3) Repeating this process over time until all intervals X j contain only one mark leads a tree with a ranked shape. Dotted branches correspond to unsampled subtrees (i.e. there is no mark in the corresponding interval).
of being selected, so smaller clades tend to be older. On the contrary, for large values of α, 194 the largest subintervals have a higher probability of being selected, so smaller clades tend to 195 be younger. We notice that as β gets close to −2 the effect of α vanishes, since at all times 196 there is merely one edge that can split. In maximally unbalanced tree shape (β = −2), 197 there is only one ranked tree shape and the order of nodes is fixed, so α plays no role. 198 As is well-known, the tree obtained with β = 0 has the same shape has the tree to β = 0, we show in Appendix 1 (Proposition 1), available in Supplementary Materials, 202 that our model generates the same tree shape with node ranks as Yule trees, which is 203 actually known to be the same as the ranked tree shape of the Kingman coalescent tree.
204
The version of the model we present here only allows simulation of trees with 205 β > −1, as the Beta distribution is only defined for positive parameter values. Actually, 206 our model coincides with the ranked tree in a self-similar, binary fragmentation with 207 self-similarity index α and with fragmentation measure In order to map each clade of our random phylogeny to its frequency (i.e., relative abundance or relative range size), we add, into a second version of the model, a new parameter η ≥ 0. Each time an interval X is split into two subintervals, X lef t and X right with widths |X lef t | = R|X| and |X right | = (1 − R)|X|, each of the two subtrees is granted a part of the abundance A X of the parental clade equal to
This way of allocating frequencies to taxa is reminiscent of the 'broken stick model' abundance of a whole clade, that is the sum of abundances of all species belonging to this 230 clade, present or not in the sample. Sampling consistency now means that generating a 231 ranked tree shape with relative abundances on n tips is equivalent to the following process: 232 generate a ranked tree shape with relative abundances on n + 1 tips, remove one tip at 233 random and sum the abundance of the removed tip to that of its sister clade (i.e., the clade 234 descending from the interior node connected to the removed tip by a pendant edge).
235
If η = 1, then A X = |X| so that each clade is granted an abundance that is in mean 236 proportional to its richness, which means each tip gets the same abundance on average.
237
When η > 1, the largest of the two daughter clades gets a share of the abundance that is 238 (in mean) more than its share in species richness, so species in large clades tend to be more The effect of all three model parameters on the relationship between species loss 252 and PD loss is studied in a systematic way by simulation. We considered values of β in . Figure 
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For each set of parameter values, we generated one hundred trees with one hundred 260 tips (N = 100). We sequentially removed extinct species from these trees (in the order of 261 increasing species abundances, as explained earlier), and computed the remaining PD (sum 262 of all branch lengths; Faith 1992) for increasing fractions of extinct species.
263
Parameter inference 264 We infered the parameters β, α and/or η from simulated or empirical datasets by combination, we simulated 20 trees with tip abundances, for a total number of 3600 trees.
282
We then inferred the model parameters on these trees and compared them to the here again fixed to 0.001.
290
The validation of this estimation procedure allowed applying it to real bird family using tip values, unappropriate tip values would lead to uncorrect α). Therefore we also 459 ran the inference of α: we wind fairly similar results between values obtained with the inference of alpha only compared to the full inference (the median of the inferred α for
